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“So, the prophecy has been fulfilled: we live in a world where the highest function of the Sign is to
make Reality disappear, and, at the same time, to mask that disappearance.
This is a story of a crime – the murder of Reality.
And the extermination of an illusion, the vital illusion, the radical Illusion of the World.”
                                                                                                                                        Jean Baudrillard

This show is a thriller-show.
There are a stubborn and lonely police officer, a victim, a killer, a widow, political intrigues, cold coffee,
cold blood and birch trees.
Above all, there is a mystery to solve.
GUL means yellow in Swedish. Yellow, giallo in Italian, is the term that, in Italy, describes the genre of
any form of thriller or crime stories.
This show combines two elements that, although remote at first sight, are mutually pertinent.
The first element is the giallo genre; the second element is the assassination of the Swedish prime
minister Olof Palme, one of the most traumatic event of European contemporary history.
In 1986, the assassination of Olof Palme changed the political and financial balances of the planet.
Still, nowadays, what we have left from it is no more than a story dense in conspiracies, interests,
national mourning and assassins who have never been arrested.
An excellent cold case, a forgotten Swedish thriller.
Secrets, Social-Democracy and sanguine snow.
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